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Biz Brain—12/10/2012 

I recently had a fire & there were bonds given to me from my grandmother, who is now 
deceased. The bonds were in her social security #.  How do I find / cash in these 
bonds? Also, I have other series EE savings bonds that have paid dividend in May and 
November.   This November there was no dividend payment.   Has the government 
stopped paying dividend on these bonds, before they reach maturity? 

Series EE bonds are low-risk government backed savings products that pay interest based 
on current market rates. In essence, you are loaning the government money and they are 
posting interest to your bond.  Interest payments are not sent to bond owners, but the 
value of the bond increases as interest payments are made.    Interest rates differ 
depending on when the bonds were purchased and are adjusted when interest payments 
are posted which twice a year depending on when the bonds are issued.  Rate changes are 
announced every May 1 and November 1. The EE bonds generally stop paying interest 
after 30 years. The best way to look up your current bonds and what they are worth is to 
go to www.treasurydirect.com.  You can input the serial number and it will give you the 
value of each bond.  
 
To begin the process of finding which bonds your grandmother had, get a copy of Public 
Debt Form 1048 (this can be found in the Treasury Direct Website).   Complete the form 
to the best of your ability and send it where shown on the form.  In addition, as per the 
instructions on the form, you will need to send a certified copy of the death certificate 
and the certified copy of your letters of appointment if you are your grandmother’s legal 
representative. If not, you will need to get the legal representative to send in the forms.  If 
there is no legal representative for your grandmother, you will need to contact the Bureau 
of the Public Debt (www.publicdebt.treas.gov) and they will provide instructions to you.  
As Series EE bonds are non-transferrable, they will require additional proof that you are 
now eligible to receive the bond’s proceeds.   Bonds are subject to market and interest 
rate risk if sold prior to maturity.  Bond values will decline as interest rates rise and bonds 
are subject to availability and change in price 
 
The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide 
specific advice or recommendations for any individual. 
 
This information is not intended to be a substitute for specific individualized tax, legal or investment 
planning advice.  We suggest that you discuss your specific tax issues with a qualified tax advisor. 
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